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Wavefront parallelism is effective for parallel video encoding thanks to its merits of low latency, no qual-
ity loss and high degree of parallelism. In traditional video encoders, macroblock row wavefront (MRW)
parallelism was widely adopted. However the performance of MRW is limited by workload unbalance
and computing resource unbalance among multiple work threads. This paper proposes a new dynamic
macroblock wavefront (DMW) parallelism to alleviate the limitations of MRW. In DMW, the available
macroblocks (MBs) are scheduled to work threads MB by MB other than MB row by MB row; and after
one MB is encoded by a work thread, the MB on its right (if available) has the highest priority to be sched-
uled to avoid synchronization delay. Experimental results demonstrate that video encoder with tradi-
tional MRW can be accelerated by more than 10% with our proposed DMW. When hyper-threading is
used, the advantage of DMW is more prominent.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Real-time video encoders involve heavy computational load for
processors. Various acceleration technologies have been proposed,
and parallel video encoding is one of the most effective solutions
on multi-core platforms. There are mainly two typical parallelisms
for video encoding: task-level parallelism and data-level parallel-
ism. In task-level parallelism, video encoding process is decom-
posed into several modules, such as motion estimation, mode
decision, deblocking, and entropy coding. These modules can be
performed in pipeline mode on multiple cores. In order to make
full use of the pipeline, time cost of each module is expected to
be similar to minimize the synchronization delay among multiple
modules. Task-level parallelism was mainly adopted in hardware
video encoders [1,2].

For software video encoder, data-level parallelism was widely
exploited due to its scalability. There are four typical data-levels:
group of picture (GOP) level, frame level, slice level and macro-
block (MB) level. A GOP & slice level parallelism for H.26L was pro-
posed in [3]. A sequence or a frame was decomposed into multiple
GOPs or slices, which were encoded in parallel. A frame-level par-
allelism [4] was proposed, in which successive B frames and their
next (in coding order) I or P frame were encoded in parallel. A mac-
roblock row wavefront parallelism was proposed in [5,6], and the
concurrency among multiple MBs was analyzed. In addition, there
are some other parallelism schemes, such as MB-region parallelism
[7] and MB-Group parallelism [8,9]. In the recently issued video
coding standard HEVC [10], concurrency among CTUs (analogy to
MBs) and concurrency among CUs in one CTU were analyzed,
and a highly parallel framework was implemented on a many-core
platform in [11,12]. Hybrid task-level and data-level parallelism
scheme was also used in software encoder. For example, Li et al.
analyzed the time cost of different modules and proposed a
scheme using divisible load analysis [13]. In their scheme, the most
time-consuming module (motion estimation) was accelerated by
data-level parallelism, and the other modules were performed
together with it in pipeline mode.

Among the above parallelisms, macroblock row wavefront
(MRW) parallelism was widely adopted thanks to its advantages
of low latency, no performance loss and high degree of parallelism
[5,6]. In our previous work, we developed a two-stage parallel
video encoder with MRW [14]. HEVC [10] also adopted a CTU
row (analogy to MB row) wavefront parallelism named as wave-
front parallel processing (WPP) [15].

The performance of wavefront parallelism is affected by ramp-
ing stalls and dependency stalls [16]. Ramping stalls occur at the
beginning or end of a frame, when the number of available MBs
are less than work threads. Dependency stalls are caused by the
variation of encoding times of different MBs. Some previous works
[17,18] proposed 3D-wavefront parallelism for video decoder to
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Table 1
Early termination in mode decision of P frame.

16 � 16/Skip 8 � 8 8 � 16 16 � 8 Intra Percentage

U x x x x 11
U U x x U 34
U U U U U 55
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avoid ramping stalls in decoding process. However, these algo-
rithms are not suitable for low-delay video encoder.

In this paper, we analyze the dependency stalls in MRW caused
by workload unbalance and resource unbalance. Then, we propose
a new dynamic macroblcok wavefront (DMW) parallelism to alle-
viate dependency stalls in MRW. Experimental results demon-
strated the effectiveness of our proposed DMW scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes
workload unbalance and resource unbalance in traditional MRW.
Section 3 presents our proposed DMW in detail. Section 4 provides
the experimental results to demonstrate the advantages of our pro-
posed DMW. At last, this paper is concluded in Section 5.
2. Parallelism analysis of MB row wavefront

In this section, we analyze the performance of traditional MRW.
In modern video codec, such as H.264/AVC [19], AVS [20] and HEVC
[10], data dependences exist among neighbor MBs (or coding tree
units). To simplify data exchange and multiple threads synchroni-
zation, most of parallel video encoders employ MRW scheme
[5,6,14,21,22].

In MRW, encoding tasks are scheduled MB row by MB row. The
encoding task of one MB row can be scheduled to a thread only if
the thread has completed its previous task.

Fig. 1 shows how the MRW works with four work threads. The
first row is encoded by Thread 1, and second MB row is encoded
by Thread 2, and so on. After the first MB row is completed, the next
available MB row (e.g. the 5th MB row) can be scheduled to Thread 1.

However, since there is dependency among neighbor MBs across
different MB rows, the performance of MRW is penalized by work-
load unbalance and resource unbalance among different threads.

2.1. Workload unbalance analysis

In software video encoder, in order to accelerate the encoding
process, various early termination algorithms are utilized, such
as fast motion estimation and fast mode decision. These algorithms
cause encoding time variation of different MBs, and consequently
cause workload unbalance among different threads. For example,
we encoded sequence Sunflower (1080P) by XAVS [23] with IPPP
GOP structure, and the QPs of I and P frames were set as 33 and
35 respectively. Due to early termination algorithms in XAVS2,
not all MBs tried all coding modes in rate distortion optimization
(RDO) process. Table 1 shows how many modes were tried by dif-
ferent MBs. For P frame, 11% of MBs tried 16 � 16/Skip mode only,
34% of MBs tried the modes of 16 � 16/Skip, 8 � 8 and intra modes,
and the left MBs tried all modes. Obviously the workload was
diverse for different MBs.

Then, we give an example to verify workload unbalance among
different threads. We ran the encoder on Dell R610 server with two
X5670 CPUs and the other test conditions are set as same as above
experiment. Encoding time of each MB row was recorded. As
shown in ‘‘Time’’ column of Table 2, the encoding time of different
MB rows in the first P frame was diverse from 27 ms to 48 ms.
Thread 1
Thread 2
Thread 3
Thread 4

Fig. 1. MB row wavefront.
We can estimate the total encoding time of this frame in MRW
scheme with certain configuration. For example, if we encode the
above frame with 4 work threads, thread 0 encodes MB row 0, 4,
8,. . ., thread 1 encodes MB row 1, 5, 9,. . ., and so on. Each MB
row can be encoded after its fourth MB row above is completed.
But one MB row cannot be completed before its previous MB row
since the dependences among neighbor MBs. Thus the earliest
end time of each MB row can be calculate by,

ETi ¼
0 i < 0
MAXðETi�4 þ Ti; ETi�1Þ i P 0

�
ð1Þ

where Ti is the encoding time of the ith MB row, and ETi is the end
time of the ith MB row. The end time of each MB row in Table 2 is
calculated. So, the total encoding time of this frame is the end time
of the last MB row. It takes at least 609 ms to encode this frame
with 4 work threads. Only 3.84 speed-up ratio can be obtained by
MRW in this case.

The actual coding environment is worse. Each MB row (except
the first one) has to be started two MBs later than its previous
MB row. The encoding times of different MBs are much diverse.
Even when the encoding time of one MB row is less than its next
MB row, the encoding time of some MBs in this MB row may still
be longer than the MBs dependent on these MBs in the next MB
row. In this case, the work thread for the next MB row has to wait,
and the encoding process is further slowed down.

2.2. Resource unbalance analysis

In a typical video encoder, there are other threads besides work
threads for video encoding, such as capturing thread, muxing
thread and sending thread. Additionally, on a general-purpose
computing platform, such as x86, there are some other additional
threads in system outside the video encoder. When the total
threads are more than processors, some threads have to wait and
resource unbalance occurs.

Generally, threads are managed by operation system, which
schedules computation resources to threads with some strategy
in unit of time slice. For example, suppose we encode a 1080P video
with 12 work threads on a platform with 12 processors. If we can
get the theoretical speed-up ratio of 12, the average encoding time
of each MB is about 0.059 ms. However, since there are other
threads besides work threads, if one processor has been scheduled
to these threads, there are only 11 processors available for working
threads. If the time slice in operation system is much less than
0.059 ms and the overhead of thread switching is ignored, the work
threads can still share computation resources (0.059 � 11/12 ms
CPU time) fairly. But if the time slice is bigger than 0.059 ms, there
are only 11 work threads can be scheduled to processors, and the
left one (denoted by W) must wait. Assuming that, there are t work
threads dependent on the waiting work thread W . After these 11
work threads completed their MBs, only (12 � t) threads can con-
tinue to run. If t is bigger than 1, some processors will be idle.

To our knowledge, the time slice of multi-task operating system
is usually about 20 ms [24]. This scheduling granularity is too large
for the work threads in real-time video encoder, which has to
encode a frame within 40 ms (to get 25 frames per second). Thus,
resource unbalance is serious and tends to panelize the encoding
speed.



Table 2
Time cost of MB rows in A P frame.

Row Time (ms) End time Row Time (ms) End time Row Time (ms) End time

0 45 45 24 34 276 48 29 450
1 33 45 25 34 277 49 34 458
2 36 45 26 33 278 50 38 464
3 39 45 27 32 283 51 32 464

4 38 83 28 30 306 52 35 485
5 35 83 29 31 308 53 31 489
6 37 83 30 31 309 54 33 497
7 37 83 31 30 313 55 36 500

8 44 127 32 27 333 56 37 522
9 36 127 33 27 335 57 37 526

10 43 127 34 27 336 58 35 532
11 43 127 35 29 342 59 37 537

12 40 167 36 29 362 60 40 562
13 42 169 37 29 364 61 34 562
14 42 169 38 28 364 62 32 564
15 48 175 39 27 369 63 32 569

16 43 210 40 27 389 64 29 591
17 38 210 41 28 392 65 31 593
18 39 210 42 30 394 66 29 593
19 34 210 43 32 401 67 40 609

20 32 242 44 32 421 All 2336b 609a

21 33 243 45 32 424 – – –
22 35 245 46 32 426 – – –
23 41 251 47 31 432 – – –

a Theoretical encoding time with 4 work threads.
b Encoding time with single thread.
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2.3. Influence of unbalances for MRW

Both workload unbalance and resource unbalance lead to
encoding time diversity for different work threads. As shown in
Fig. 1, if a thread i encoding MB row i0 runs faster than another
thread j encoding MB row j0, and j0 is the above row of i0, the thread
i has to wait. Though the MB marked by ‘‘⁄’’ is available to be
encoded, it still cannot be scheduled to the idle thread i. Thus,
the multiple processors cannot be fully utilized with MRW.

To verify the above viewpoint, we developed a video encoder
with MRW scheme based on XAVS [23]. This encoder ran with dif-
ferent number of work threads configuration on Dell R610 server.
Dell R610 has two X5670 CPUs, and each CPU has 6 physical cores.
The hyper-threading technology was turned off. The wait-lock sta-
tus was captured by Intel VTune [25]. Fig. 2 shows the waiting sta-
tus of encoding one frame. Each horizontal bar denotes one thread,
the top three are input thread, output thread and control thread
respectively, and the others are work threads of video encoder.
Deep color part in each bar indicates running status, light color part
indicates sleeping (waiting) status, and the lines across different
Output Thread
Input Thread

Control Thread

Worker Threads

Wai�ng

Fig. 2. Wait-lock captu
bars indicate wake-up operations. As shown, there are numerous
wake-ups (or waitings) in the configuration of 12 work threads.

3. Dynamic MB-level scheduling

From the above analysis, workload unbalance and resource
unbalance cause the encoding speed unbalance of different MB
rows. If encoding tasks can be dynamically scheduled to idle
threads MB by MB, other than MB row by MB row, it is expected
that the workloads for different work threads can be better bal-
anced, and the waitings can be reduced. However, the synchroniza-
tion delay of work threads tends to increase when the encoding task
is scheduled MB by MB. To balance the workloads and minimize the
synchronization delay of multiple work threads, we propose a new
dynamic macroblock wavefront (DMW) parallelism in this paper.

3.1. Framework of DMW parallelism

In the proposed DMW parallelism, the scheduling granularity is
MB other than MB row. After one MB is encoded by a thread, the MB
Run/Ready Wake up opera�on

red by VTune [25].
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on its right (if available) has the highest priority to be scheduled. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), suppose MB B has been encoded, and if MB A also
has been encoded, this thread will encode MB C directly without
waiting, so as to avoid the synchronization delay; otherwise, if
the MB A has not been encoded, this thread will be scheduled to
another available MB, for example, MB D shown in Fig. 3(b).

To describe this scheme clearly, we define S as the set of all MBs
in current frame, F as the set of encoded MBs, and A as the set of
available MBs. We also define MBx,y as the MB with the index of
(x, y) in a frame. Before encoding one frame, F is empty, MB0,0 is
in set A. The encoding process of a work thread is described by
the following pseudocode.
Fig. 3. MB scheduling of DMW scheme.

Input Thread

Frame

TFS

Work 
Thread 1

…… TFS

Work 
Thread 2

TFS

Work 
Thread N

Fig. 4. Architecture of e
Here, TFS is a ‘‘top-first’’ searching process, which always
chooses the topmost MB in set A. It gives higher priority to the
MB row at the top to reduce the MB scheduling delay. TFS can be
described as,

TFSðAÞ ¼ MBi;jðMBi;j 2 A&ð8MBx;y 2 A! y P jÞÞ ð2Þ

After a thread encoded one MBx,y, it encodes the MBx+1,y imme-
diately if it is available. In this case, no lock operation is demanded.
Since the MBx+1,y will not be added to set A, other threads never
have a chance to encode MBx+1,y. Obviously, this scheme can keep
the data consistency and reduce the synchronization delay.

In the proposed scheme, if a thread begins to encode a MB row,
it will encode MBs in this row as many as possible. Especially, the
topmost available MB row will be encoded with full speed. The
proposed DMW not only provides the necessary concurrency
among different MB rows, but also reduces the scheduling delay
across different work threads.
3.2. Implementation of video encoder with DMW

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed DMW scheme, we
implemented it in video encoder. We choose XAVS platform [23],
which is an optimized video encoder of China AVS [20]. There were
some early termination algorithms, such as fast motion estimation
and fast mode decision. Additionally, XAVS used a cache structure
to store all the data required during encoding one MB. To acceler-
ate the video encoder, XAVS key modules were optimized with
SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) technology.
3.2.1. System architecture
Fig. 4 shows the architecture of our designed encoder with

DMW. In order to reduce the influence of serial I/O, independent
threads for input and output are used. A frame-level control thread
is used to connect I/O threads and work threads. In this architec-
ture, work threads are managed with symmetrical mode. MB to
be encoded can be chosen by work threads themselves. For com-
munication, shared memory is used to store information of
encoded MBs. The shared data is loaded into cache structure before
encoding a MB.

As shown in Fig. 4, when a thread completes a MB, it can encode
the available MB on the right directly without any lock operation.
Only if the MB on the right is unavailable, the thread has to enter
the critical section and perform a TFS process to select other avail-
Output Thread

 Control Thread

Enc MB Update status

Critical Section

Enc MB Update status

Enc MB Update status

……

ncoder with DMW.
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able MB. In TFS process, a thread will also check if all the MBs have
been encoded to end the encoding process.

3.2.2. Synchronization mechanism
To implement DMW scheme efficiently, we use two tables to

store encoding status, as shown in Fig. 5. T_Finish table is used to
record the column number of the latest completed MB in each
row. T_Enc table is used to mask whether the next MB in this
row is being encoded.

T_Enc table and T_Finish table are shared by all work threads,
which will check and update these tables during encoding. To keep
the coherence, condition variable of pthread [26] is used for its
flexibility. The main process of our synchronization mechanism
can be described by the following C codes.

Here, width_in_mb is the number of MBs in one MB row. CV is
the global condition variable shared by all threads. Get_top_mb()
is used to select a MB by TFS. Encode_mb() encodes a given MB
independently. The function of pthread_cond_broadcast() is a
standard function in pthread [26], and it is used to wake up all
sleeping threads waiting for condition variable CV.

After a thread completes a MB, T_Finish table will be updated
and a broadcast message will be sent. Then, the available MB on
the right of the finished MB will be encoded directly without wait-
ing or mutex operation.

If the thread encoded the last MB in current MB row, or the MB
on the right is not available, this thread will mask current MB row
in T_Enc table to zero and call Get_top_mb() to select a new MB to
encode. In function of Get_top_mb(), T_Enc and T_Finish tables will
be checked from the first MB row to the last to find out an available
MB. This function can be described by the following C codes.
Here, height_in_mb is the number of MB rows in frame. CV is the
global condition variable as mentioned above. Mtx is a global
mutex shared by all threads. Function pthread_cond_wait(CV,
Mtx) is a standard function in pthread [26]. This function unlocks
Mtx before waiting the condition variable CV, and locks Mtx after
being waked up.

In Get_top_mb() function, all the MB rows can be classified into
4 statuses: ‘finished’, ‘being encoded’, ‘available’ and ‘unavailable’.
This function will chose the first available MB row on the top and
return the index of the available MB in current row. If no MB is
available, this function will unlock the Mtx and wait the condition
variable CV.
4. Experiments

In this section, experimental results are presented to demon-
strate the advantages of our proposed DMW scheme, by comparing
it with traditional MRW. Parallel video encoders with MRW and
DMW were developed respectively for the comparison. We tested
8 typical 1080P sequences and recorded the encoding time under
different number of work threads configuration. Dell R610 server
was chosen as the test platform. Low delay encoding conditions
were set as follows. GOP structure was set as ‘‘IPPP. . .’’, there were
25 frames in one GOP, 2 reference frames were allowed for P
frames. QPs for I frame were set as 27, 32, 37, and 42 respectively
to generate bit-streams with different bit-rates. QP of P frame was
set as the QP of I frame plus 2.

4.1. Encoding speed and speed-up ratio

In the first experiment, we turned off hyper-threading technol-
ogy and set the number of work threads from 1 to 12. As shown in
Fig. 6, the coding speed of encoder with DMW is faster than enco-
der with MRW for all the multiple work threads configurations.
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Fig. 6. Speed of encoder with different number of work threads.

Table 3
Maximal encoding speed (frame per second) of MRW and DMW scheme.

Sequence QP Single thread MRW DMW Speed-up (%) Sequence QP Single thread MRW DMW Speed-up (%)

sunflower 27 5.1 39.8 45.0 13.1 pedestrian_area 27 5.2 40.0 45.3 12.6
32 6.5 48.1 54.1 12.7 32 6.4 47.6 53.7 7.9
37 7.9 53.9 60.1 11.7 37 7.6 53.7 61.2 10.7
42 9.2 60.8 67.3 10.6 42 8.6 57.8 66.0 10.1

BasketballDrive 27 4.0 32.8 35.7 9.0 rush_hour 27 4.8 37.6 42.3 12.3
32 5.5 41.8 47.4 13.4 32 5.9 43.7 50.0 11.6
37 6.6 49.0 55.2 12.6 37 7.0 50.3 57.0 12.3
42 7.7 55.0 59.6 8.4 42 8.0 53.2 61.9 10.6

crowdrun 27 3.7 29.3 30.5 4.2 station2 27 4.9 38.1 42.6 10.7
32 4.5 34.7 38.0 9.4 32 6.8 45.6 53.5 9.7
37 5.1 39.4 43.3 9.8 37 8.7 56.2 63.6 7.2
42 5.8 43.9 48.1 9.6 42 10.2 62.5 71.2 7.9

ParkScene 27 4.7 36.4 39.5 8.7 tractor 27 4.2 33.7 37.1 10.1
32 5.7 43.0 47.4 10.1 32 5.0 38.6 42.6 10.4
37 6.8 49.0 54.5 11.4 37 6.0 42.9 49.3 11.3
42 7.8 55.2 62.0 12.2 42 6.9 47.6 54.6 10.8

Average speed-up of DMW over MRW: 10.04%
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The encoding speed-up of DMW over MRW increases along with
the number of work threads increases. Especially, when the num-
ber of work threads is equal to physical cores, computation
resources competition of multiple threads further intensifies the
resource unbalance. Thus, the encoding speed of encoder with
MRW suddenly decreases in this configuration, while our proposed
DMW can handle this problem well and the coding speed still
increases.

Table 3 lists the maximal encoding speed of encoders with
MRW and DMW on various sequences. Here, all the maximal
encoding speeds of encoder with DMW are obtained in configura-
tion of 12 work threads. While, most maximal encoding speed of
encoder with MRW are in configuration of 10 or 11 work threads.
The speed-up of DMW over MRW is calculated by,
Speed up ¼ FPSDMW=FPSMRW � 1 ð3Þ

where FPSDMW is the encoding fps of DMW, and FPSMRW is the
encoding fps of MRW. As shown in Table 3, DMW can obtain aver-
age 10.4% speed-up over MRW.
4.2. Waitings and thread concurrency

In order to verify the number of waitings and thread concur-
rency of MRW and DMW, VTune was used to capture the wait-lock
status and over-all concurrency of encoders. In this experiment,
Sunflower (1080P) was encoded with 12 work threads and the QP
was set as 37. Fig. 7 shows the wait-lock status of a typical P frame.
As shown, wake-up operations are much less in DMW compared
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with those in MRW, and thread concurrency is increased
significantly.

Percentages of running time on different thread concurrency in
MRW and DMW are compared in Fig. 8. Thread concurrency means
the number of threads which are running. For more than 60% of
running time, thread concurrency in DMW can reach 12 (equal
to the number of physical cores). While in MRW, only for less than
40% of running time, thread concurrency can reach 12. In average,
thread concurrency in DMW can reach 9.5, while thread concur-
rency in MRW can only reach 8.9. Thus, encoder with DMW is fas-
ter than encoder with MRW.

4.3. Speed-up curve on hyper-threading platform

In the last experiment, we turned on hyper-threading technol-
ogy to compare MRW and DMW parallelisms. As shown in Fig. 9,
Fig. 9. Speed of encoders with MRW and
the encoding speed of encoder with DMW increases along with
the increase of work threads. When the number of work threads
is larger than 12, the encoding speed still increases. On the other
hand, the encoding speed of encoder with MRW decreases sud-
denly when the number of work threads is 12, and then increases
along with increase of work threads. To our knowledge, hyper-
threading technology virtually builds two logic cores on each phys-
ical core. This technology can hide the memory delay and exploit
the computing capability efficiently [4]. However, the two logic
cores on a physical core cannot double the speed of one physical
core. Thus, if the number of work threads is equal to or larger than
the number of physical cores, some work threads run slower than
others. This situation will suddenly cause running speed unbalance
among work threads. As shown in the experimental results, our
proposed DMW scheme can handle this situation well, and the
speed of our encoder can still increase along with the increase of
work threads.
5. Conclusion

There are two main contributions in this paper. First, we gave a
detail performance analysis of the traditional MRW parallelism,
and clarified its limitations on handling workload unbalance and
resource unbalance. Next, we proposed a new DMW parallelism
to alleviate the shortcomings of traditional MRW parallelism. We
developed video encoders with DMW parallelism to verify its
effectiveness. Experimental results demonstrated the advantages
of our proposed DMW over MRW, and when hyper-threading
was turned on, the performance of DMW was more superior.
DMW on hyper-threading platform.
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